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6 Must-Have Designer Kurtis Every Girl Should Have In Her Wardrobe
Many girls say that when you are confused and have doubts about your look, wear a Kurti and look simply
gorgeous. At present, there are countless styles available in the market.
We all know that western dresses look amazing, but no dress can ever match the grace of ethnic dresses. This is
the reason why the normal and designer Kurtis are the favorite of every girl and woman. In fact, now various
styles of the Kurtis are getting popular in the overseas countries. Many girls say that when you are confused and
have doubts about your look, wear a Kurti and look simply gorgeous. At present, there are countless styles
available in the market. In this article, today we are going to tell you about the best and hand-picked Kurti styles
that every girl should have in her wardrobe. Scroll down to read more.

Hand-picked Designer Party Wear Kurtis
If you are willing to look your ethnic best, then choose one of the below-listed regular and party wear Kurti.
Although there is a wide range of Kurtis available in the market, we have picked some of the best and popular
designs. Just look at the following latest trends of Kurtis:

1. Flared Kurti: This style is getting popular day-by-day. This style of ﬂared Kurti looks very appealing on the
occasions like festivals and religious activities. The best thing about this Kurti is its look. This Kurti comes with
the double layers. The upper layer is decorated with the gorgeous buttons, laces, borders, etc. In fact, this
one of the latest trends and a perfect pick for the upcoming festive season as well. One more thing, the Kurti
is available in various fabrics. So, you can choose as per your comfort level.
2. High-Low Style Kurti: This trend is quite in these days. Be it a shirt, top, or a Kurti, we are seeing this style
nowadays. This style of Kurti is perfect for regular use. Girls who want to get unique and something Indowestern look for a day can wear this style of Kurti with a denim. It is an outstanding way to spread casual
vibes everywhere. The appearance of this Kurti makes it the best party wear Kurti.
3. Asymmetric Kurti: Another trendy style of Kurti is Asymmetric. This style of Kurti has already adopted and
evolved the touch of contemporary silhouettes. In fact, this style is one of the most voguish and modern
trends of Kurti. You can go for the Kurti with piping and printing work. For summers, you can choose the
cotton made Asymmetric style of Kurti. It is not just relaxing, but stylish too.

4. Formal Kurti: One of the best colors in formal Kurti is white. So, if you are thinking to complete your
wardrobe, then buy a white formal Kurti. Such Kurtis look extremely beautiful with tribal and ethnic style
jewelry pieces. To take your beauty one level up, don’t forget to carry the Ombre Dupatta. If you don’t like
plain white Kurti, then you can go for some embroidery or thread work Kurtis. In fact, embroidered white Kurti
has considered as one of the best designer party wear Kurtis. The reason is very simple- the white color
looks pretty on every girl. By wearing the right accessories, you can look pretty.
5. A-Line Kurti: If you want to look slimmer and elegant, then A-line Kurti is the perfect pick for you. The best
thing about A-line Kurtis is that they are available in many fabrics. If you are searching the best designer
Kurtis for parties and special occasions, then you can buy the cotton-silk made A-line Kurti. By wearing
cotton-silk made Kurti, you can add a statement to your look.
6. Long Straight Kurti: This collared Kurti is fun and quirky. There are several beautiful and youthful prints
available in the market at present. If you don’t like to wear traditional prints. Then you can invest your money
in this gorgeous Kurti. Most of the long straight Kurtis are made from georgette. This is the reason why these
Kurtis are light and comfortable. To complete your look, you can wear the Kurti with matching leggings and
over-sized danglers.
So, these are the latest trends that you should buy to complete your wardrobe. One more thing, if you are buying
one of these above-listed designer Kurtis, then it is suggested to spice-up your look by wearing the right jewelry.
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